Chapter 1
A New Open Sour e 3D-printable
Mobile Roboti Platform for Edu ation
J. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. Abderrahim

Abstra t

In this paper we present the Miniskybot, our new mobile robot

aimed for edu ational purposes, and the underlying philosophy. It has three
new important features: 3D-printable on low

ost reprap-like ma hines, fully

open sour e (in luding me hani s and ele troni s), and designed ex lusively
with open sour e tools. The presented roboti

platform allows the students

not only to learn robot programming, but also to modify easily the
and

reate new

modied,

ustom parts. Being open sour e the robot

hassis

an be freely

opied, and shared a ross the Internet. In addition, it is extremely

heap, being the

ost almost ex lusively determined by the

ost of the servos,

ele troni s and sensors.

1.1 Introdu tion
Mobile roboti s is in reasingly entering the

urri ula of many te hni al stud-

ies. Roboti s is gaining terrain in industry and
re ruiting

onsequently more rms are

andidates with experien e in robot programming. For this rea-

son, many universities are tea hing roboti s in their master and degrees
programmes[15, 13℄.
A

ommon approa h when tea hing robot programming is the use of sim-

ulations, in whi h the user

an

eort. These ad-ho

an be also shared with other people, multiplying

robots

reate dierent robot

ongurations with low

the number of out-of-shell platforms [3, 5℄. Furthermore, the

ost is zero, you
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may have as many robots as you want, and they will never break. But this
solution has one drawba k: simulated robots are not like real robots. Things
working on simulation may not work the same on a real platform. In addition,
students will not enjoy the same testing their ideas on a real robot than on
a simulated one.

Fig. 1.1 Left: The new Miniskybot v1.0 robot. Right: The edu ational skybot robot

Should it not be great that robots

ould be shared in the same way that

ode is shared (like in simulation)? If this
fessors and students

ould be possible resear hers, pro-

ould share their open sour e robots through the Inter-

net, ex hange ideas with other resear h groups, ompare prototypes, test their
algorithms on dierent

ongurations, evolve proposals from others..., su h

an idea is now possible and aordable thanks to the open sour e Reprap-like
3D printers[4℄.
This opens a new way of tea hing roboti s with the following advantages:







Fast prototyping of roboti
Low

platforms.

ost printing of robot parts.

Easy re onguration and adaptation of the platform (evolution).
Easy sharing of robot models among people.
Motivation for students not only to implement algorithms on an existing
platform but also to design and build new platforms.

In this paper, our new 3D printable Miniskybot robot platform is presented
(shown in gure 1.1). It is fully open sour e (both the me hani al and ele troni s parts) and ex lusively designed with open sour e tools (Opens ad,
Free ad and Ki ad). The parts were furtherer printed in a Makerbot Cupake 3D printer.
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1.2 Motive and Problem Statement
Among the

ommer ial edu ational platforms we

an nd a great variety of

opportunities, starting with the well known Lego Robot, and going through
the Me

ano Robot, the RoboRobot roboti

1

kit , or the OWI Robot Arm

2
Edge . These produ ts are quite extended in the edu ational environment,

they are aordable, and easy to use. They usually

ome with asso iated

software, whi h allows users to interfa e with the robot, having a

ess to

sensors and a tuators, program them, and so forth. These platforms have
been present for some years now in the edu ational environment. In [10℄ the
authors demonstrated the idea of a
robots
so

hildren's league for RoboCup, using

onstru ted and programmed with the LEGO MindStorms kit to play

er. Sin e then, RoboCupJunior has evolved into an international event

where teams of young students build robots to
lenges: so

ompete in one of three

hal-

er, res ue and dan e [11, 14℄. Goldmand et al.[6℄ presented an

edu ational roboti s

urri ulum to enhan e tea hing of standard physi s and

math topi s to middle and early high s hool students. This proje t was also
entered around the Lego MindStorm.
The major disadvantage of these platforms is that they are lose. The users
an hardly adapt them to their ne essities, and instead, they must adapt
to them. The re onguration of the platform may be a great advantage in
order to be able to deploy all the initiative of the resear hers, professors or
students. The Lego MindStorm inherits the "build-it-yourself" of the Lego
traditional toys, but users are

onstrained to use the sensors provided by the

manufa turer, as well as the development software. An eort

ould be done

to work around this limitation, but this goes beyond the original design of
the platform. A work trying to meet the "open sour e" and the "non-free"
dire tions is done by O'Hara et al[12℄.
Ad-ho

mini-robots have been built by resear h groups or university spin-

os mainly for edu ational purposes. These solutions over ome the limitations
of the

ommer ial robots, providing

heaper and more adapted solutions.

Eorts have been done with the intention of developing ee tive and low- ost
robots for edu ation and home use, designed and built to t the parti ular
requirements of a tea hing programme. Examples are those of IntelliBrainBot

3 , Martin F. S hlogl's robots4 , the TankBot5 , the Trikebot [8℄ among

many others.
This had been also our way of tea hing roboti s during many years, with
our Skybot

6 platform (shown in gure 1.1). In our

1 http://roborobo.koreasme. om/edu ational-robot-kit.html
2 http://www.owiroboti armedge. om/

3 http://www.ridgesoft. om/intellibrainbot/intellibrainbot.htm
4 http://www.mfs-online.at/roboti s.htm
5 http://profmason. om/?p=320
6 http://goo.gl/MdRJs
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build the Skybot from s rat h and then program it. Sometimes they are so
motivated that they propose wonderful modi ations to the robot design.
Even though some modi ations are known beforehand that will not work
well, we would like the student to dis over it by himself. But in any
is not possible to implement these modi ations during the

ase, it

ourse due to the

time it takes to the manufa turer to build the parts. At the end we had to
keep the platform, or in the best

ase,

hange it for the next

ourse with new

students.
To summarize, the

lassi al way of tea hing roboti s must fo us, by ne-

essity, on the programming of the roboti
Even if only this

an be quite

agent given a parti ular platform.

hallenging and inspiring, with our

urrent

proposal of open sour e printable robots, the tea hing programme must not
be fo used any more only on the roboti

agent, but it may also in lude its

me hani al design. Beginning with a basi
students

platform, like the Miniskybot,

an be guided through the design and programming pro ess. In this

way, they may dis over the tight relation between hardware and software, and
how ea h of them

an and must, adapt to the other requirements in order to

a hieve a pre ise task. They may learn that a parti ular me hani al design
suits better a pre ise task, test dierent alternatives, and so forth. And something that is hardly
that a

onsidered in roboti

hange in the me hani al design

programmes, students may learn

ould solve a problem better, faster,

and more robustly than a software solution.

1.3 On low- ost 3D Printers
Bradshaw et. al [2℄ have re ently made a study on low- ost 3D printing.
They briey run through the history of 3D printing, beginning in the late
1970s. These more than thirty years have driven to aordable 3D printers
for individuals[1℄, and allow them to print

omplex engineering parts entirely

automati ally from design les that it is straightforward to share over the
Internet. While open sour e software development has been studied extensively, relatively little is known about the viability of the same development
model for a physi al obje t design. 3D printers are oering new possibilities of
sharing physi al obje ts. As they

an be dened using

ode, resear hers

an

share their own parts, evolve them and "build" them straight forward using
3D printers. This allows for a de entralized

ommunity to independently pro-

du e physi al parts based on digital designs that are shared via the Internet.
Apart from improving the devi e, dedi ated infrastru tures were developed
by user innovators. As Bruijn shows in his master thesis [4℄, a

onsiderable

improvement of hardware are proposed by people sharing parts and having
a

ess to 3D printers. This hardware modi ations are relatively easy for

others to repli ate. As it has been the

ase with software for many years,

ur-
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an download

and upload their designs .

Fig. 1.2 Pi tures of some open sour e 3D printers. From left to the right: RepRap Dar-

win, the rst generation (May, 2007); Reprap Mendel (Sep, 2009) the se ond generation;
Makerbot Cup ake (April, 2009), the rst ommer ial open-sour e 3D printer; Makerbot
Thing-o-Mati (Sep, 2010), se ond version

In gure 1.2 four of the most important open sour e 3D-printers are shown.

8 [9℄ started by

The origin of these kind of printers was the reprap proje t

Adrian Bowyer in 2004. The aim of this proje t was to develop an open-sour e
self-repli ating ma hine. In May 2007 the rst prototype,

alled Darwin was

nished and some days later, in May 29th the rst repli ation was a hieved.
Sin e then, the reprap

ommunity (original reprap ma hines and derived

designs) has been growing exponentially[4℄. The

urrent estimated population

is around 4500 ma hines. The se ond reprap generation,

alled Mendel, was

nished in September 2009. Some of the main advantages of the Mendel
printers over Darwin are bigger print area, better axis e ien y, simpler
assembly,

heaper, lighter and more portable.

Initially, both Darwin and Mendel were not designed for the general publi
but for people with some te hni al ba kground. As the reprap proje t was
open-sour e, small

ompanies were

reated to start shelling these 3D printers,

as well as derived designs. The rst

9

ompany was Makerbot Industries , who

shipped a rst bat h of their Cup ake CNC in April 2009. By the end of
2009 they had shipped nearly 500

omplete kits. After operating for a year

they had sold about 1000 kits in April 2010. Their latest design is the thingo-mati

printer, announ ed in September 2010. It is really easy to build and

use, and their

ost is around 950¿.

Currently, at the System Engineering and Automati
los III University of Madrid we have one thing-o-mati

Department of Caravailable for the stu-

dents, shown in gure 1.3. It was fully assembled by the students. Anyone
has free a

ess to it so that they

an print whatever designs they want. Our

main goal is to stimulate their imagination and enhan e their

7 http://www.thingiverse. om
8 http://reprap.org/wiki/Main_Page
9 http://www.makerbot. om/

reativity.
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Fig. 1.3 Our open sour e 3D printers at Carlos III University of Madrid. On the left: the
Makerbot Thing-o-mati , alled MADRE. On the right: a Prusa Mendel prototype, being
built by the students

In addition we have started a proje t,

alled Clone wars

10 , in whi h a

group of students are building their own reprap printers from the s rat h.
All the parts are being printed in our thing-o-mati , whi h has been named
MADRE (that means mother in spanish). We have

hosen the Prusa Mendel

model as the design to build, be ause it is very well do umented and it is
rather easy to assemble. In gure 1.3(on the right) the rst prototype is
shown. In total the students are building 20 of them.

1.4 The Miniskybot mobile robot platform

1.4.1 Introdu tion
The new Miniskybot roboti
ele troni

11 is open sour e: all the me hani al and

platform

design has been released with a

opy-left li ense. Furthermore, only

open sour e software tools have been employed. This is important be ause
in doing so it is guaranteed that anyone will be able to read, understand
and modify the design les without li ense issues and using their preferred
omputer platform (Linux, Ma , BSD, Windows...).
The Miniskybot is a dierential drive robot

omposed of printable parts

and two modied (ha ked) hobby servos. It has been designed so that it

an

be printed on open sour e reprap-like 3D-printer. Two me hani al designs
have been developed: the minimal version and the 1.0.

10 http://asrob.u 3m.es/index.php/Proye to:_Clone_wars
11 http://www.thingiverse. om/thing:7989
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1.4.2 Minimal version

Fig. 1.4 Miniskybot. Minimal version

The rst prototype developed was a minimal robot

hassis. The idea was

to design a printable robot with the minimal parts, a kind of hello world
robot. It is shown in gure 1.4. It

onsist of only four printable parts: the

front, the rear and two wheels. They are all atta hed to the servos by means
of M3 bolts and nuts. Standard O-rings are used as wheel tires. For making
the robot stable, the rear part has two support legs that slide a ross the oor.
Therefore this prototype is only valid for moving on smooth at surfa es. The
goal of this rst design was to show the students a minimal fully working
mobile robot for stimulating their minds. They were en ouraged to improve
this initial design.

1.4.3 Miniskybot 1.0
The version 1.0

hassis is an evolution of the previous design (gure 1.5). It

onsist of nine printable parts: the front, the rear, two wheels, the battery
ompartment, the battery holder and the

astor wheel. An important feature

is that the parts have been parameterized, just

hanging some parameters

new parts are obtained. For example the battery

ompartment is automati-

ally

hanged if the parameter battery type is set from AAA to AA. In this

ase a new

ompartment

generated.
The parametri

apable of holding AA batteries (instead AAA) is

12

feature is possible thanks to the open sour e Opens ad

software used for designing the pie es. The parts themselves are not graphi al

12 http://opens ad.org
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Fig. 1.5 Miniskybot Robot. Version 1.0

meshes but s ripts that determine how they are built by primitive geometri
forms. When these s ripts are  ompiled the graphi al part is generated and
rendered on the s reen, and later exported as an STL le for 3D printing.
This approa h is very exible be ause the parts are ASCII s ripts that
an be easily shared through Internet, stored in repositories and so forth.
Therefore the me hani al designs

an be modied, used, and printed easily

by dierent people around the world.

1.4.4 Ele troni s and sensors

Fig. 1.6 Ele troni s. Sky ube board
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Fig. 1.7 Ele troni diagram

13 . It was previously

The Miniskybot's ele troni s is the Sky ube board
designed for tting into the Y1 modules for

ontrolling the modular robots

used for resear h purposes[7℄. It is a minimal design with only the ne essary
omponents for

ontrolling the robot. It in ludes an 8-bit pi 16f876a mi ro-

ontroller, headers for

onne ting the servos, an I2C bus for the sensors, serial

onne tion to the PC, a test led and a swit h for powering the

ir uit (gure

1.6).
An ele tri
are

onne tion diagram is shown in gure 1.7, where the servos

onne ted dire tly to the board. The speed is set by means of two PWM

signals. The two ultrasound sensors in the robot's front are onne ted thought
the I2C bus. Robot version 1.0 have two ultrasound sensors, but as they
are

onne ted to the I2C bus, more sensors

an be easily added. For the

power supply four AAA type standard batteries are used. The board
be

onne ted to the PC by a serial RS232

an

onne tion for downloading the

rmware. The PCB has been designed with the open sour e Ki ad tool
The robot is programed in C language using the open sour e SDCC

ross

ompiler and the binary les are downloaded into the board by means of a
serial

able. Previously a bootloader rmware needs to be burned in the ash

memory by means of the ICSP

onne tor. Loading the rmware this way the

students do not need to use any programming hardware but just a simple
able. Also, the download is done very fast, where it takes only a few se onds
to

omplete the whole pro ess.

13 http://www.iearoboti s. om/wiki/index.php?title=Sky ube
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1.5 Derived designs from Miniskybot
In

ontrast to our previous Skybot robot whi h remained unmodied for

many years, the MiniSkybot has inspired the imagination of the students
whi h have developed new designs in re ord time. There were two main reason
for this motivation, a
sour e

ording to the students: 1) Full a

ess to the Miniskybot

ode, 2) Being able to turn their thoughts on real physi al obje ts

very fast, thanks to the 3D printer. The former let the students to fully
understand a real robot and realize that it is not so di ult to design the
me hani al parts. Instead of starting from the s rat h, they just simply start
modifying the Miniskybot parts. The latter is related to the strong feeling
of happiness and power that the students have when they see their designs
be ome a reality.
In the following se tions two new derived design are presented, fully

reated

by se ond year undergraduate engineering students with no spe ial knowledge
on me hani s.

1.5.1 Caterpillator

Fig. 1.8 The aterpillator robot

The Miniskybot robot uses two drive wheels for moving. Two students
wonder if it was possible to design a robot with tra ks instead of wheels.
Inspired by this

hain an pinions design in thingiverse

Daniel Gomez de ided to

14 , Olalla Bravo and

reate the rst printable tra k for mobile robots.

After some initial failed tries, they su

eed in building a parametri

15 .

tra k

The beauty of this design was not only its fun tionality but its property of
being parametri . Just

hanging some parameters, dierent tra ks

obtained, as well as the ne essary pinions. In addition, 3mm plasti

14 http://www.thingiverse. om/thing:5656
15 http://www.thingiverse. om/thing:7209

an be
spool
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was used as pins for the links. Therefore no spe ial s rews and nuts were
ne essary.

16 ,

The latest version is shown in gure 1.8. It is also available in thingiverse
along with some videos showing how it moves.

1.5.2 UniTra k and F-Tra k

Fig. 1.9 Unitra k (left) and F-tra k (right) robots

A dierent approa h was taken by Jon Goitia. He fo used on designing

17 , shown in

robots with arti ulated tra ks. The rst design was Unitra k

gure 1.9 (on the left and in the middle). It is an autonomous tra k driven
by a ha ked Futaba 3003 servo (the same servo used for the Miniskybot). It
onsist of two wheels atta hed to the servo and ve standard o-rings used as
tra ks. Another o-ring is used as the transmission system between the servo
and one wheel. Unitra k is also parametri , therefore the wheel's diameter
and number of o-rings

an be easily

hanged. This innovative design was for

one month the rst most popular thing on thingiverse, whi h is not easy to
a hieve ( urrently there are more than ten thousand things!).
On e Unitra k was fully fun tional, the F-tra k robot was
in gure 1.9 (on the right). It

reated, shown

onsist of four arti ulated independent Uni-

tra ks joined to a body. This design is an example on how the

reativity

emerges from some students when they are stimulated.

1.6 A new design paradigm: evolutionary robots
Our new roboti

platform

ombines two important features. On one hand it

is open hardware, so that anyone

an study, modify and distribute the robot.

16 http://www.thingiverse. om/thing:8559
17 http://www.thingiverse. om/thing:7640
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On the other hand the robot is printable making it very easy for the people
to materialize it. The result is that anyone in the wold with a
and to an open-sour e 3D printer

an

ess to Internet

opy the robot, improve it or

reate

derived design.
These features allow the emergen e of a new design paradigm in roboti s:
Evolutionary robots. The robots

an now be evolved by the

same way the open sour e movement

ommunity in the

reates and maintain in a distributed

way new software appli ations, su h as the Linux kernel, gnu tools, wikipedia,
refox and so forth. Now it is possible to bring these ideas into the roboti s
world.
In the previous se tion we have shown the derived robots

reated by a

group of lo al students from the Miniskybot robot. It is di ult to imagine
and foreseeing the wonderful robots that
people around the world

an be developed by thousand of

ollaborating together.

With the Miniskybot robot we have planted the seed. We have already
gotten some indi ations of the potential of this idea: some weeks after the
Miniskybot were published on thingiverse, at least three derived design were
built. The rst was printed by people from Makerbot at the RoboFest 2011
in Baltimore, the se ond at the FUBAR ha klab spa e in New Jersey. They
are using Roboduino as ele troni s. The third one was built by CW kreimer
for tea hing roboti s at the Pittsburgh boy s out high te h

18

amp.

1.7 Results

Fig. 1.10 The MiniSkybot robot printed in red ABS

The Miniskybot robot has been su
ake 3D printer in ABS plasti

essfully printed on a Makerbot Cup-

(A rylonitrile Butadiene Styrene). The ma-

18 http://www.youtube. om/wat h?v=2EqvuPXYKf0
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hine is equipped with the MK5 extruder and a heated build platform. It is
ost of 680¿.

very aordable with a total

All the parts have been printed without raft. The software used was
Repli ator-G 0023 with Skeinforge 35. In gure 1.10 a red prototype is shown,
along with all the parts needed for assembling the robot.
The total printing time is 2 hours and 50 minutes and the total robot
is around 57¿, as shown in table 1.1. It

an be seen that the

ost

ost of the

hassis (the printable parts) is marginal: less than 1¿. Therefore, the robot
ost is only determined by the

Parts

ost of the ele troni s, motors and sensors.

¿

Printable Printing time (min) Cost ( )

Wheels
Battery ompartment
Front
Rear
Battery holder
Castor wheel part 3
Castor wheel part 2
Castor wheel part 1
Wheel O-rings
Castor Wheel O-ring
SRF02 ultrasound sensor
Sky ube board
Servo Futaba 3003
4 AAA batteries
Nuts and bolts

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Total:

2x24
30
30
16
14
12
6
4





170 min (2h, 50min)

2x0.05
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01
2x0.5
0.4
11.8
20
2x9
2.5
2.5

¿

56.6

Table 1.1 Printing time and ost of the MiniSkybot v1.0 robot

Although this kind of 3D printers are not meant for produ tion but for
prototyping, they

an be used for building small series of robots for giving

ourses on roboti s to small groups. Given that every 3h the parts for a new
robot are built and if the ma hine is working without interruption, 8 robot
hassis per day

an be printed. In gure 1.11 a group of six Miniskybots is

shown, printed in dierent

olors.

1.8 Con lusion and future work
Using the latest open sour e 3D-printers a new printable roboti
been designed, built and tested. Our results

platform has

onrm the viability of these new

printable robots. They oer new important features for edu ational purposes.
First, they are very exible where the students

an design new

ustom pie es

easily whi h are printed and tested very fast. Therefore the robot
me hani ally evolved during the

ourses. Se ond, the robot

an be

an be thoroughly
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Fig. 1.11 A group of six MiniSkybot robots (v1.0) in dierent olors

studied, modied,

opied and distributed by anyone. This way the robot

an

evolute not only in our university but also around the world. This feature is
enhan ed by the fa t that the me hani al parts are Opens ad ASCII s ripts,
like any other software. Consequently, they behave like open sour e software
and

an be distributed and shared in a similar way. Finally, the total

ost is

very low, depending almost ex lusively on the servos, ele troni s and sensors.
The Miniskybot v1.0
means that eight robot

osts 57¿ and the printing time is around 3h, whi h
hassis

an be printed per day.

As a future work we are planning to

ontinue evolving the robot in

ol-

laboration with our students, designing new parts for adding more sensors
as well as
ele troni

reating new derived robots. Currently we are working on a new
board, with the same size than the Sky ube but

ompatible with

the Arduino software that is be oming more and more popular. In addition,
we are developing a new idea on how to design me hani al parts using obje t
oriented programing. We have

alled it as obje t oriented me hani s language

(OOML).
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